@Composite

Macro annotations for Java

The Problem
public class BinaryDataSegment {
@NotNull
@BoundNumber(size = "16", byteOrder = BigEndian)
private int minorVersion;
@NotNull
@BoundNumber(size = "16", byteOrder = BigEndian)
private int majorVersion;
@NotNull
@BoundNumber(size = "16", byteOrder = BigEndian)
private int constantPoolCount;
@NotNull
@BoundNumber(size = "16", byteOrder = BigEndian)
private int accessFlags;

}

@NotNull
@BoundNumber(size = "16", byteOrder = BigEndian)
private int thisClass;
...
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Since their introduction in Java 5, annotations have become a major
feature in enterprise Java development, as anyone who works with
one of the many popular frameworks or ORM providers will attest.
Annotations very quickly outgrew their descriptive intent; currently,
anything from dependency injection and persistence mapping to
request dispatching and concurrency management is controlled via
them.
In short, annotations no longer describe code - they drive code!
For all their power, however, annotations are surprisingly primitive
and cumbersome to use. They are static, in the sense that their
values are fixed at compile time, even though the majority of current
usage is in a runtime context. And they are flat, meaning that there is
no way of grouping or nesting related annotations.
Indeed, with only a couple of frameworks it is not uncommon to have
five or more annotations on a given element, each framework
contributing a few.

Take the code sample - an extract of a definition of a binary data
segment - perhaps in memory or a file, using annotations to describe
the mapping between the binary data and the Java object.
First, the repetition: two annotations repeated unchanged for every
field. Perhaps more problematically, the definition of the individual
"chunks" is also frozen: 16-bit big-endian values. What if the size was
architecture dependent, 32 bits on a 64-bit machine, say? Or if the
values were stored in little-endian format on other systems?

Architecture & Control Flow
AtCompositeAnnotatedElements

CompositeAnnotation
TypeRegistry

Composite1
Composite2

3. combines, validates & returns results

· responsible only for composites
· converts composite instances to leaf annotations
Composite/leaf type & factory mapping

Composite1
= {LeafType1: CustomLeafFactory, LeafType2: DefaultLeafFactory, ...}

3. validation

Composite2
= {LeafType1: DefaultLeafFactory, LeafType3: CustomLeafFactory2, ...}

OO Principles for Annotations
@CompositeAnnotation
public @interface BoundWord {

}

@LeafAnnotation
BoundNumber boundNumberLeaf() default
@BoundNumber(size = "16",
byteOrder = BigEndian);

multi-parameter annotations with a
single, simple one.

@NotNull
@BoundWord
private int majorVersion;

@CompositeAnnotation
public @interface BoundWord {

@NotNull
@BoundWord
private int constantPoolCount;

}

Firstly,
this
reduces
code
duplication and all the related risks
of "copy-paste" errors. It also allows
you to use domain-relevant terms
instead of generic annotations,
often defined in a foreign library.

}

Code duplication is not just an issue
at the level of individual

@LeafAnnotation
BoundNumber boundNumberLeaf() default
@BoundNumber(size = "16",
byteOrder = BigEndian);

annotations, however. Given the
number of options offered by
popular frameworks, elements with

@BoundWord
private int minorVersion;
@BoundWord
private int majorVersion;

multiple annotations are common.
Grouping frequently-occurring sets
of annotations into a single
composite is thus an obvious step.

@BoundWord
private int constantPoolCount;

}

@LeafAnnotation
NotNull notNullLeaf() default @NotNull;

}

@LeafAnnotation(factoryClass = BoundNumberLeafAnnotationFactory.class)
BoundNumber boundNumberLeaf() default
@BoundNumber(size = "16", byteOrder = BigEndian);

public class BoundNumberLeafAnnotationFactory implements
LeafAnnotationFactory<BoundNumber, BoundWord> {
@Override
public BoundNumber newInstance(BoundWord declaringCompositeAnnotation) {
int wordSize = ...; // get word size for the underlying system
Endian systemEndian = ...; // get endian-ness for the underlying system
return RuntimeConfiguredAnnotationFactory.newInstance(BoundNumber.class,
toMap("size", wordSize, "byteOrder", systemEndian));
}
}
public class BinaryDataSegment {
@BoundWord
private int minorVersion;
@BoundWord
private int majorVersion;
@BoundWord
private int constantPoolCount;

}

@BoundWord
private int accessFlags;
...

client code

Composition

@LeafAnnotation
NotNull notNullLeaf() default @NotNull;

public class BinaryDataSegment {

@NotNull
@BoundWord
private int accessFlags;
...

@CompositeAnnotation
public @interface BoundWord {

Useful as this is, it is still later in the development lifecycle than desirable. Indeed, since
almost all the invalid usage patterns can be detected as soon as the code is written, one
would ideally wish for such errors to be identified at compile time.
@Composite includes a Java 6 annotation processor that performs such compile-time
validation, and will fail the build if errors are detected, indicating the location and detailed
type of problem.

all annotation reflection via

public class BinaryDataSegment {
@NotNull
@BoundWord
private int minorVersion;

AnnotatedElements client interface

Encapsulation
At its most basic, @Composite
allows you to replace complex,

With the flexibility afforded by @Composite unfortunately also come a number of ways of
getting things wrong, for example by attempting to define a composite with multiple leaf
annotations of the same type.

2. inspection

CompositeAnnotatedElements
JavaAnnotatedElements

Getting It Right
Such errors are detected when the composite type registry is created at startup, and
result in a detailed exception describing the problem.

1. delegates to

· "normal" Java annotation reflection
· simple pass-through implementation

The unfortunate consequences - unnecessary code duplication, poor
readibility, lack of flexibility, poor refactorability etc. - are inevitable.

1. registration

2. delegates to

A code change and recompilation is the only way, and I have to be
careful not to forget one of the many repeated copies of the
annotation.
Luckily, OO language designers were faced with similar challenges
long ago, and by adopting some of their basic approaches some of the
problems can be mitigated.

Startup

@BoundWord
private int accessFlags;
...

instant the code is typed!

Using @Composite
@Composite is a small Java 6 library which can be easily included in your project.
Once you have created a (thread-safe) instance of
AtCompositeAnnotatedElements at startup and have registered your
composites with it, composite annotations are available for use!
There is as yet no runtime "magic" involved in @Composite; code that uses
composite annotations needs to use the AnnotatedElements interface for
runtime annotation reflection, rather than the "regular"
class.getAnnotation(.. methods.
An upfront design decision to use @Composite is thus required, but it is always
easily possible to switch back to "standard" Java annotations by specifying
JavaAnnotatedElements as the AnnotatedElements implementation class.
Programming against an interface for annotation reflection (instead of using the

Polymorphism

"regular" methods) also decreases coupling and allows for mocking and greater

The ability to replace multiple, generic annotations

Composite and leaf annotations are specified in pure Java, allowing developers to
benefit from the excellent refactoring, code completion and validation etc. support

with fewer, more simple, domain-relevant ones still
fails to address a key issue: dynamic runtime
behaviour.
Even though the majority of annotations are intended
for use at runtime, the are defined purely statically.
The absence of any kind of runtime configurability
renders all popular dependency management
approaches, such as IoC, obsolete. It is thus
effectively impossible to use any environmentdependent annotations.
@Composite addresses this issue by allowing the user
to define custom annotation factories, which are
called whenever a client query for element
annotations is made.

If you are working in an IDE that supports annotation processing as part of its build lifecycle,
as most of the currently popular IDEs do, validation is effectively continuous and
immediate. Any mistakes you might accidentally make should be indicated almost the

unit testability.

offered by popular IDEs.

Guidelines
@Composite tries to make developing with annotations simpler and more
powerful, but it is not intended as a way of "breaking the rules" around
annotations. For instance, you will not be able to define multiple annotations of
the same type on an element, or use composites to place annotations on elements
that are not compatible with their @Target declaration.
These and other invalid usages will result in exceptions at startup, or compilation
failures if using the provided Java 6 annotation processor.

Limitations
Since composite annotations are still only accessible via the AnnotatedElements
interface, they can currently not be used with code that inspects annotations using
the "regular" methods.
Further, since the translation of composite to leaf annotations occurs at runtime,
@Composite is obviously not suitable for annotations with non-runtime retention,
or those that are read by the compiler, such as @Retention.

DoubleOhAgentCompositeAnnotation.java

@CompositeAnnotation
public @interface DoubleOhAgentCompositeAnnotation {
@LeafAnnotation
Clearance clearance default @Clearance(TOP_SECRET);
@LeafAnnotation
Licence licence default @Licence(TO_WOUND);
}
AgentRegistry.java

public class AgentRegistry {
...
@DoubleOhCompositeAnnotation(licence = @Licence(TO_KILL))
@CodeNumber("007")
Agent jamesBond = new Agent();
...

AgentInspector.java

public class AgentInspector {
AnnotatedElements annotatedElements;
...
annotatedElements.getAnnotations(
AgentRegistry.class.getDeclaredField("jamesBond"));
...

[@Clearance(TOP_SECRET), @Licence(TO_KILL), @CodeNumber("007")]

Future Work
Upcoming work will initially focus on integrating @Composite with existing code that uses regular
annotation reflection, making @Composite suitable for use with existing annotation-intensive
libraries such as JPA.
Two promising avenues for investigation are AspectJ weaving and bytecode instrumentation.

AspectJ
"Regular" annotation reflection calls (class.getAnnotation(..) are actually defined on the
AnnotatedElement interface, potentially a promising target for a pointcut. The fact that the most
frequent implementation of this interface is the final core class Class would appear to be the
most immediately obvious challenge.

Bytecode Instrumentation
Bytecode instrumentation via the java.lang.instrument interface is an interesting alternative.
Replacing composite annotations with their leaves at class load time would be one possibility,
although it would require leaf annotations to be generated at the moment the class is loaded,
rather than when the annotation is requested.
Another option would be to leave the annotations as defined in the source code and instead
transform "regular" annotation reflection calls into calls to the AnnotatedElement interface. In
this case, the challenges are likely to be similar to those facing the AspectJ proposal.
Additionly, the system should presumably be well-behaven under "error conditions", for instance if
no @Composite implementation is defined.

